
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Delta Systems Inc. Introduces: Digital Slope Display 

This easy-to-read visual display allows the operator to instantly recognize the 
exact angle of the terrain, ensuring an extra element of safety. 

STREETSBORO, Ohio (October 1, 2012) –Delta Systems Inc. now offers a digital slope display 
(complementing their slope indicator module) that gives riders an easy visual of the exact degree the 
mower is operating on. The digital readout removes any guesswork from the operator, keeping him or 
her informed and more safety conscious when mowing on slopes and hillsides. In addition, a light will 
signal once an operator reaches a 20 degree angle—warning that he or she is operating under more 
dangerous mowing conditions. 
 
Ventrac is the first mower in the industry to incorporate this feature. Ventrac tractors have a history of 
providing the “ultimate slope mower” by including features such as a low center of gravity, wide stance 
with duals, all-wheel drive, and weight transfer to provide a secure mowing experience for operators. 
This year the company unveiled its new Ventrac 4500 tractor which offers an added element of operator 
safety—Delta’s slope indicator module with new digital slope display. The digital slope display is ideal for 
commercial mowing conditions as it accurately reads the terrain the operator is riding on, is completely 
sealed (IP67 rating), and will not fade or fog in harsh environments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delta Systems Inc., a key supplier to the Outdoor Power Equipment Industry is known for Rugged and 
Reliable products ranging from switches to complex electronic systems. To learn more about Delta 
Systems, Inc. visit our website at www.deltasystemsinc.com or contact Peggy Shaddock at (330) 221-
9765 or pshaddock@deltasystemsinc.com. 

“ This completes 
what we are 
doing for slopes.  

 The display is  
very visible,  
accurate, and easy to use.  
I looked long and hard for 
other products and no one 
compares. 

 ” Ryan Steiner,  
Director of Engineering  

Venture Products, Inc. 
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Ventrac compact tractors and commercial grade attachments are 
designed and manufactured at its Orrville, Ohio facilities utilizing the 
latest in 3D CAD software, laser-cutting technology, robotic welding, 
and a powder coating paint system. 

Ventrac tractors are designed with an articulating frame, all-wheel drive 
traction and front end attachments in a compact design that offers 
unmatched versatility. Ventrac serves a wide variety of markets 
including golf course turf management, municipalities, schools, 
universities, snow contractors, landscape contractors, hobby farmers 
and estate owners. 

Ventrac compact tractors and attachments are sold internationally and serviced through a network of 
authorized dealers supported by the company’s corporate headquarters, Venture Products, Inc. 

To learn more about Ventrac tractors, visit www.VENTRAC.com or contact Isaac Roth at (330) 683-0075 
ext. 227 or iroth@ventrac.com.  
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